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1 Executive Summary 
[Action Points in bold at end; a separately distributed collection of metadata schemas referenced here is distributed as 
metadata.xls]  

2 Disclaimer 
While this work was carried out as thoroughly as possible in the short time frame available, it is likely that there are many 
omissions, as the domains related to metadata and the technologies that support it are massive and complex. 

3 Context 
 The e-repository  

 is one of the 4 main software components of the e-learning strategy of LSS (next to Sanako Study 1200, Auralog Tell 
Me More and the VLE).  

 In order to store and exchange (between teachers and teachers, teachers and students – currently within the 
university community, later probably beyond it) learning objects in the e-repository, we need to attach descriptions 
(i.e. metadata).  

 Metadata can continually benefit both from  
 a bottom-up approach (idiosyncratic, rapid) and  
 a crystallization, which becomes organized in schemas (sets of categories and vocabularies which go into each 

category), exchangeable and machine-automated. 
 The current document tries to mediate between learning object subject specialists (including learners), knowledge 

management experts and it experts (including the software vendor) within and outside of the university community.  
 The TLE e-repository built-in support 

 [internal]  
 I mediated between ISA and LSS steering committee to identify user samples  

 Prospective usage: 
 Teachers want to find exercises which can fill specific slots in single classes (example: 10 minute exercise 

subjunctive II, hypothetical conditions).  
 Students will use the e-repository in self-access to do remedial work  
 Users of various language/metalanguage terminology capabilities/choices will want to use the same 

categorization scheme; tags will have to reflect multiple languages 
 [internal]  

4 Research 
 I independently researched existing or developing metadata standards in the hope that we could reuse them instead of 

building our own and since the school seems to be in dire need of external expertise setting up an e-repository for 
languages: 

4.1 Language-teaching-specific Metadata 
 Language is by nature nomothetic, and many aspects of language are fairly time stable in many aspects, Meta-language 

seems a good candidate for a metadata scheme, and having a categorization schema within the e-repository for such 
teaching content seems not an unreasonable request.  

 Models  
 The CLARET metadata workgroup (London, end of March 2007, Portsmouth, end of April 2007). 



 

 

 This “collabulary” project (i.e. “a team of classification experts collaborates with content consumers to create rich, 
but more systematic content tagging systems”) is  
• by far the closest to our needs (for e-languages). E.g. we tested the status of the metadata schema using the 

following scenarios: 
♦ Scenario 1: before final year exam, student wants to boost German vocabulary and culture knowledge 
♦ Scenario 2: French subject leader in 2nd school to create website with fun learning resources in French 
♦ Scenario 3: ESL teacher wants to upload her self-created learning resources 

• Still, as is evident from the scenarios vs a typical lesson plan (and was expressed by me during the 
workshop), too generic for common teaching and learning tasks. Specifically, the CLARET metadata 
schema, as it stands now, was not sufficiently detailed in typical second language learning topics. The FU 
Berlin catalogue quoted below and the BECTA distributed controlled vocabularies can amend this.  

 This project has come up with a large number of tags that seem necessary to categorize, and consequently be 
able to effectively exchange, e-languages material. 

 Unfortunately, this project is not finished yet (deadline for project seems to be Fall 2007, deliverables unclear). 
Many essential gaps were pointed out by language teaching practitioners during the March 2007 meeting.  

 [internal]  
 Becta Vocabularies 

 Especially relevant (and included in metadata.xls/ Becta Vocabs Lang&Ed) are the very detailed and well-
formatted (Zthes) vocabularies: 
• Speaking and Listening Strategy 
• Cross Curricular Skills 
• Keystage 3English National Strategy 
• Keystage 3MFL National Strategy 
• MFL Language Selection 
• Programmes of StudyEnglish 
• Programmes of StudyMFL 
• Schemes of WorkModern Foreign Languages 

 FU Berlin 
 Originating from creation of a catalogue of teaching materials in a self-access centre for language learning at the 

Freie Universität Berlin which reflects our self-access usage sample  
 and takes this usage sample seriously: A very detailed and work-intensive attempt in drilling down into practical 

language learning topics and modes 
 Available digitally, though only in raw list form (see metadata.xls/fu-berlin1). 
 Needs translation from German (base language) into English (base language) and weeding out of duplicates 

(assuming that many features repeat across-languages and can be summarized, possibly with translations, 
under one bullet point).  

 The metadata.xls/[various]POS tagging schemas of corpora research (as suggested during e-steering committee) 
 Advantages 

• Concise description of language  
• Widely used in practice 
• Partially machine-automated 

 Disadvantages 
• Competing approaches, as reflected in the POS sheets in my spreadsheet: “the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen 

(LOB) Corpus uses about 135 tags, the Lancaster UCREL group about 165 tags, and the London-Lund 
Corpus of Spoken English 197 tags” 

• Developed for English - adaptability beyond English unclear  
 Result 

• Translating this into a categorization/tagging schema may be an interesting approach, but could form a 
research project of its own: 

• I forwarded the info I found to the CLARET metadata workgroup, who may have the resources to work on 
this. 

 ISO/WD 21829: 2004 Draft  
 tries to “defin[e] reference terms for all activities within language resource management as well as reference 

concepts for the natural language processing community”  
 which I extracted into metadata.xls/ ISO WD 21829: 2004 
 could serve as basis for a “controlled vocabulary” of (multiple, but not: second) language teaching content. 

4.2 Learning Objects Metadata 
 These models are specific to teaching, even though not language teaching specific. They provide valuable frameworks 

which the e-repository could be browsed for. It is unclear to which extent support for these standards is built into the TLE 
e-repository. 



 

 

 Models 
 metadata.xls/LearnObjectsIEEE1484: IEEE Std 1484.12.1 - 2002, IEEE Standard for Learning Object Metadata 

(LOM) (Not shown in Figure 2.2 are the leaf elements associated with the element types such as "LangString", 
"Vocabulary", "DateTime" and 
"Duration”).

 
 metadata.xls/LearnObjects Metadata-UKLOMCORE(UK Learning Object Metadata Core): The UK LOM Core is an 

application profile of the IEEE LOM that has been optimized for use within the context of UK education. 
 metadata.xls/ LearnObjects Metadata-RLLOMAP: An application profile based on UKLOMCORE 
 metadata.xls/LearnObjects Types: various potentially usable examples of types 
 metadata.xls/DC-Ed (Dublin Core -Education): DC Qualified plus the additional elements and qualifiers 

recommended by the DC Education Working Group 
 Thesauri (i.e. subject-specific controlled vocabularies with hard-coded tag relations) for the area “education” 

 metadata.xls/ thesauri – ERIC:  
• educational bibliography index 
• includes subject-specific index words for second language teaching. 

 Thesaurus for Education Systems in Europe (Tese) 
• Current (2006) 
• long and unspecific 

 The JISC Pedagogical Vocabularies Project Report 1: Pedagogical Vocabularies Review (Final Draft, 23rd December 
2005)  

 Provides “an inventory of existing controlled vocabularies that may be of interest in describing pedagogical aspects of 
educational resources (including case studies, learning objects, lesson plans, learning activity designs, educational 
software, etc.), and in describing aspects of learning and teaching relevant to the recording, managing, sharing and 
searching of educational resources, including learning designs and patterns”.  

 The inventory consists of 74 pages and numerous pedagogical vocabulary providers.  
 The following stand out: 

 metadata.xls/ Learn Objects taxon vocabs: TLRP(Teaching & Learning Research Programme vocabulary): 283 
terms 

 metadata.xls/ Learn Objects taxon vocabs:Australian Thesaurus of Education Descriptors: Over 5,400 terms. 
 Unfortunately, no second language teaching and learning specific vocabulary is apparent.  

 The JISC metadata conference (Manchester, early June 2007) 
 A 2-day event wrapping up and presenting results from various JISC-funded projects over the last 2 years. 



 

 

 Promises valuable insights and reusable tools for making our own e-repository successful (and avoiding beginner’s 
mistakes).  
 Especially to go beyond languages to support other subjects of LSS 

 I recommend ISA’s and my attendance.  

4.3 Metadata beyond Language and Learning Objects 
 formal description of assets:  

 Dublin core:  
 Is obsolete 
 Despite much fighting between librarians over this  
 A necessary (partially not easy to adapt) framework developed by librarians  

• = not only, but primarily “book-keepers”. It seems important to understand that the e-repository unit is not 
going to be “a textbook”, but “one of 100s of exercises are normal textbook consists of”) 

 Is much too general to reflect our usage  
• field “subject” or “keywords 

♦ all relevant language teaching topics would need to be fit into this field;  
♦ all practical searches within the e-repository would have to hit it 
♦ this seems single-level, no hierarchy  not easily discoverable for the contributor or searcher 
♦ is there a pre-defined set of keywords? I am aware only of the following non-language-teaching specific 

attempts of a…  
 Metadata Object Description Schema (METS) 

 Less simplistic 
 Still formalistic 

• “book keeper, all pedagogical al content description would have to fit into “subject” 
♦ Like so:  

Subelements: 
    Topic 

    geographic 

    temporal 

      Attributes: encoding (w3cdtf, iso8601, marc); point (start,end); keyDate (yes); qualifier (approximate, inferred, questionable) 

    titleInfo (see: titleInfo) 

    name (see: name) 

    geographicCode 

       Attribute: authority (marcgac, marccountry, iso3166) 

    genre 

    hierarchicalGeographic 

      continent 

      country 

      province 

      region 

      state 

      territory 

      county 

      city 

      island 

      area 

      extraterrestrialArea 

      citySection 

    cartographics [ordered] 

      scale 

      projection 

      coordinates 

    occupation 

  Attributes: 

    ID; xlink; lang; xml:lang; script; transliteration 

    authority (see: www.loc.gov/marc/sourcecode/subject/subjectsource.html) 

♦  
♦ is there a pre-defined set of keywords? I am aware only of the following non-language-teaching specific 

attempts of a… 
 … content description  

 there are existing attempts for taxonomies by librarians, like: 
 metadata.xls/ lib of congress + dewey decimal 
 metadata.xls/ colon 
 metadata.xls/ universal decimal 
 metadata.xls/Dewey decimal  



 

 

• and web dewey 
• and ddc.  

♦ Most widely used subject classification in the world. 
♦ Not free 
♦ A quote to illustrate the usability problems: “DDC 22, the four-volume unabridged edition of the Dewey 

Decimal Classification (DDC) system, reflects the many changes to the body of human knowledge that 
have occurred since DDC 21 was published in 1996. Published in mid-2003, DDC 22 includes helpful 
tools that make the classification easier to use.” 

 metadata.xls/swd-sachgruppen_systematik 
 these taxonomies are complicated  

 to set up in software – I did not see that TLE comes with a turnkey solution for that during the salespeople 
demonstration, it may be worthwhile to inquire with the consultant 

 and to train users in  
 solution?  

 Makeshift taxonomy: For  
• non-language: see what the non-language teaching representatives in the e-learning centre steering 

committee come up with 
• language: I recommend having the language teaching representatives of the e-learning centre steering 

committee have a look at the metadata.xls/fu-berlin1, rows ”themen” (needs translation) – these are not 
all-encompassing, but cover some topics that occur in foreign language teaching with higher frequency 

 May be best to allow free-form tagging for content, instead of a fixed taxonomy, if the software has the capability 
(inquire with vendor) 

5 Outlook 
 From my experience with online repositories and from what I see other e-repository users doing, I cannot see how the e-

repository, as it stands now, will be usable in our business processes. Specifically,  
 Teachers will not be able to exchange learning materials.  
 Students will not be able to find learning materials.  
 Moreover, not even individual teachers will be able to find their own materials in the e-repository and thus will most 

likely opt to store their materials in ways that have worked for them before.  
 Working with a clearly insufficient metadata scheme until we have a better solution will soon prove time- and cost-

intensive because of need for  
 reprogramming of the software 

 There seems no batch process of moving content into different categories once it has been uploaded – inquire 
with consultant. 

 If the consultancy cannot be rescheduled from end of April, additional consultant time will most likely need to be 
purchased once we have a clearer understanding what we need. 

 retraining of the users: will affect user-adoption also, a more hidden, but not less real cost.  
 Action Points:  

 For the LSS e-repository metadata, we need to  
 set up an Application profile (i.e. “data elements drawn from one or more namespaces, combined together by 

implementors, and optimised for a particular local application”) selecting elements which we want to use, from all 
3 above-listed metadata schemas,  and  

 define community specific vocabularies 
 LSS Steering Group: Maybe not good, but under current circumstances best solution: knee-jerk, within the 

remaining week before the consultant training, a survival metadata scheme  
 based on the following sheets in metadata.xls: 

• Workgroup 
• CLARET 

♦ start with my CLARET metadata xml  
♦ Add meat with data from  

 metadata.xls/ proficiency  
 align different “language ladders”/progression schemas, to allow individual uploaders to 

categorize exercises according to proficiency standards they happen to be familiar with, while 
enabling intersubjectivity 

 start with alignment from Reeves (2003) 
 add more if you can, like your most recent “language ladders” 
 align also with the following progression scheme 

• gcse= uwlp:ab initio/uwlp:intermediate) 
• a-level = lvl1 (= uwlp advanced) 
• lvl2,  
• p[lacement],  



 

 

• lvl3 
 align also with module codes  
 end result (hypothetical example) 

• [checkbox] is fit for level 1 (= gcse OR uwlp ab initio OR National Curriculum EAL Step 1 OR 
etc. ) 

• [another checkbox]: is fit for level 2 (=gcse OR uwlp:intermediate OR National Standards for 
Adult Literacy Entry 1 OR etc.)  

• [another checkbox]:; is fit for etc etc. 
 metadata.xls/ countries:  

 may be often enough needed for languages teaching  
 may be reduced to countries where languages are spoken which we currently teach or plan to 

teach 
 other: ad lib  

• metadata.xls/ FU-berlin1  
♦ steering committee members need to 

 translate from German into English 
• both metadata.xls/ FU-berlin1 and metadata.xls/ Becta Vocabs Lang&Ed 

♦ steering committee members need to 
 reduce threshold for data-entry1 reduce length 

 Normalize your tags, i.e. order them so that they appear only once 
• E.g. cases apply to many language phenomena in German - make them (cases: 

nominative;genitive;accusative;dative;vocative) a separate group (of checkboxes) that can 
be freely combined with other phenomena (checkboxes) (e.g. prepositions;objects;verbs 
with) – instead of hard-coding paths (e.g. preposition: with accusative, with dative, with 
genitive etc; then object: genitive;accusative;etc.; verb with genitive;accusative etc) 

• An example why normalization is important are th Becta Vocabularies, who are 
overwhelming and, despite the XML organization, disorganized  

 merge equivalent phenomena across-languages (e.g. prétérit – preterit – Präteritum)  
 indicate importance (frequency of access, mutual exclusivity) entries to facilitate display by 

programmer (see below) 
 reduce requirements, due to time/space constraints, by not including target-language 

descriptors and examples (e.g. articles: direct: la, le, les) (was requested because of  
• differences between terminology 
• lack of English grammar terminology knowledge of language learners) 

 Guidelines  
• we need to aim for a subject (i.e. second language teaching) specific thesaurus,  

♦ with a controlled vocabulary (vs Folksonomy/ “Fauxonomy”): i.e. tag-set is largely fixed (at least for 
language phenomena) 

♦ but may some possibility (if technically realizable) to add free-from tags for future revision of the 
controlled vocabulary (towards a “taxonomy-directed-folksonomy”) 

• and its structural organization (aims: usability, discoverability) without hard-coded hierarchical tree data 
structure (tags are atomic and can be freely combined), i.e. group in a  
♦ hierarchy, for better discoverability , 
♦ which however remains flat: to have less repetition (e.g. do not attempt to hardcode paths like 

“preposition – object – accusative – plural”, rather store tag elements that can be used in multiple such 
paths (contexts) in flat hierarchies: (“number 1. singular 2. plural”) 

 ISA / TLE consultancy 
 The e-repository should be set up to comply with the combination (merging or nesting) of the 3 above-mentioned  

metadata schemas. Which of these does the eTLE –repository / can the consultant implement? 
• Formalistic / general-purpose?  

♦ Presumably DC 
• Educational /learning object ? 

♦ Presumably LOM 
• Language-teaching specific? 

♦ Presumably a precursor of CLARET Metadata scheme combined with FU-Berlin and Becta 
• etc. 

 data-entry advice is needed 
• how to lover data-entry threshold  

                                                      
1 “the author of the learning material knows it best, and is therefore in a good position to describe it. Trouble is, good learning 
material authors are not necessarily experts in information science, and a good many just aren't that interested either” 
(http://zope.cetis.ac.uk/content2/20050127043826) 



 

 

♦ while allowing meaningful searches and complying with standards? 
 Make all fields optional?  
 Set defaults for fields that are not optional 

♦ Document and simplify the input and search form by hiding documentation (into tooltips or linked 
glossaries) 

• How can we get 
♦ one single entry form (  no world wide wait) should be build per discipline (ideally all second languages 

taught together for easier maintenance) 
♦ a form filtered for target language, i.e. depending on language dealt with, certain controls or certain text-

elements within labels of controls do not get displayed 
♦ all relevant tags should be displayed on this page, as visibly as possible  

 expanding all fields requires scrolling;  
 displaying related fields into dropdown controls requires less scrolling, but expanding of dropdowns 

• frequent, not exclusive: each term will receive checkbox 
• infrequent, not exclusive: terms will be partially hidden in listbox 
• infrequent, mutually exclusive: terms can be hidden, with only category visible by default, in 

combo 
• etc. 

• How to encourage collaboration  
♦ For marking-up with metadata (crowd-sourcing) 

 


